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Deflecto Consolidates Shipping Locations  
 
 
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. – January 31, 2019 
 

Indianapolis-based Deflecto, LLC  

As a global manufacturer, Deflecto takes great pride in servicing their customers from shipping 

points all around the world.  Upon the latest review of this distribution network the company will 

be optimizing the product offering in the U.S. between their Indianapolis, IN and Dover, OH 

warehouses.   

Deflecto continues to expand its product assortment and provide diverse product lines to each 

valued customer.  Deflecto is focused on distribution of this expanded offering with the fewest 

shipments and most cost effective method.  It is with this in mind that Deflecto will service Air 

distribution products from its Indianapolis, IN location and all Office Products, Floor Protection 

Mats, Sign and Literature Holders, Mud Flaps, Emergency Warning Triangles, and other Safety 

Products from its Dover, OH facility.   

One Purchase Order, One Invoice and Now One Shipment!  

Bob Flynn, Deflecto’s CEO, stated, “It is Deflecto’s mission, “To deliver world class products 

that organize, protect and make life more efficient at home, office, in-store and on the road.” 

Increasing efficiency in distributing these products to our valued customers is a top priority.”   



Customers will begin realizing the benefits of this change in February with completion scheduled 

for the second quarter 2019. Transition inventory will be built to assure there is no disruption to 

the world class, on time, and complete shipment levels their customers are accustomed to 

receiving.  

With almost 60 years servicing many industries, the Deflecto companies are the world’s largest 

chair mat, bicycle reflector and dryer venting manufacturer, and a global leader in sign and 

literature holders, office workspace accessories, point of purchase and service displays and other 

air distribution products.   

 

Deflecto is headquartered at 7035 East 86th Street, Indianapolis, IN 46250.  For more 

information about Deflecto, visit www.deflecto.com or call 1.800.428.4328. 

http://www.deflecto.com/

